OUR KAMPS

K-Kountry

K-1

K-West

Ages 6-11 | One week
A 1-week overnight Kamp experience for Kampers ages 6-11, KKountry is the perfect place for young Kampers to experience their
first summer camp away from the comforts of home. Kampers
receive reassurance and unconditional support from the K-Kountry
staff, hand picked for their patience and compassion.

Ages 6-12 | Two or four weeks
Kampers ages 6-12 can choose a 2 or 4-week overnight Kamp
experience at K-1. With a careful blend of over-the-top excitement and
bottomless compassion, the highly trained and professional staff at K-1
ensure that Kampers have the perfect summer camp experience,
whether it’s their first time or their fifth.

Ages 12-14 | Two weeks
Kanakuk's K-West hosts junior high kids ages 12-14 for 2-week terms.
Understanding that the middle school years can be a rough ride, K-West
offers the opportunity for deep friendships, exciting sports and an
opportunity to unplug from a world filled with social media and peer pressure.
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K-Seven

K-2

Ages 12-18 | One week
At Kanakuk’s K-Seven, Kampers ages 12-18 experience a 1-week term
filled with the non-stop action of a sports camp and special opportunities
to worship with new friends from all over the country. Guided by handselected Christian college athletes, Kampers get to fly down zip lines, play
on the lake, soar down water slides, scale climbing walls and more, while
reinforcing daily the message that each life has a purpose. K-Seven
Kampers ages 16-18 also have the opportunity to participate in a
dynamic faith-training program called Mi-7.

Ages 13-18 | Two or four weeks
Built as a world-class oasis for teenagers ages 13-18, K-2 is a place where
teenagers come to play, train, laugh and learn for 2 or 4-week terms. Kampers
grow and return to their world refreshed physically, emotionally and spiritually.
Led by Kanakuk President Joe White and an incredible leadership team, K-2
provides Kampers with immense fun and excitement, along with solid biblical
teaching and training. K-2 Kampers can choose their daily activity schedule
from 70+ Kamp activities or spend three of their six daily sessions in
specialized training for their favorite sport.
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K-Kauai
K-Kauai

Family Kamp for all ages | One week
K-Kauai is Kanakuk’s island adventure that lasts forever! This Christian family
camp makes it possible for the whole family to experience the blessing of
Kanakuk together. Located in Branson, Missouri, this resort-quality summer
camp serves Kampers of all ages, from newborns to grandparents. During a
week at K-Kauai, families are ministered to and refreshed through activities,
games, family events, parents’ nights and more.
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KampOut!

Ages 5-12 | One-week day Kamp
KampOut! is a 1-week, high energy, traveling Christian day camp for Kampers ages
5 -12. Every KampOut! Kamper sees and hears that God is a loving Father and
wonderful Creator who loves them and desires for them to love others. KampOut!
counselors are hand picked for their Christ-like patience and sensitivity, and they are
committed to creatively sharing the importance of a life lived for Jesus Christ. Kampers
enjoy flying down the zip line, scaling the climbing wall, bouncing on inflatables, soaring
down water slides, laughing at skits and more.

